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Abstract: Surge is a common secondary disaster caused by reservoir landslides. The study of its
spatial and temporal distribution characteristics is important since it affects not only the normal
operation of reservoirs but also the safety of people residing along the river. This paper presents a
large-scale three-dimensional physical modeling experiment using a near-dam high-position landslide
project as a prototype. It investigated the relationships between the river course characteristics, the
landslide volume, the head wave velocity of the landslide surge, the waveform of surges, and the
head wave crest of the wave along the course in depth. The results indicate that the head wave
velocity of the landslide surge is basically unchanged during the propagation process, and it is
minimally affected by the landslide volume. The waveform distribution characteristics and head
wave crests change considerably in the diversion area and the curved areas but remain mostly
unchanged in the topographic similarity area. In addition, there is a negative correlation between the
head wave crest and the cross-sectional area of the river course. Furthermore, under conditions of
a large landslide volume, the influence of the cross-sectional area of the river channel on the wave
height of landslide surges becomes more significant. Finally, the maximum wave height along the
course may not necessarily occur in the head wave crest; it could occur in the second wave or even
the subsequent ones.

Keywords: landslide surge; physical modeling experiment; landslide volume; river course
characteristics; spatial and temporal distribution characteristics

1. Introduction

From a macroscopic point of view, the generation of landslide surge is due to a certain
volume of landslide at a certain velocity disturbing the deformation of the water. Landslide
surge mainly includes landslide instability, slippage, surge generation, near- and far-field
propagation, and other phases. It is a complex fluid–solid coupling process which involves
engineering geology, landslide dynamics, geotechnical mechanics, hydrodynamics, and
other disciplines [1]. As landslide surge is affected by water depth, the surge caused by
a landslide entering the water at a high speed has wavefront intermittency with huge
destructive power [2]. As a result, in recent years, there have been a growing number
of studies on landslide surges in reservoir areas. The current methods of investigating
landslide surges that are internationally recognized include the empirical formula method,
numerical simulation method, and physical modeling experiment method.

The empirical formula method is the earliest method used to study the characteristics
of surge. It has the advantages of being simple and convenient with, however, many
limitations. Additionally, it is unable to analyze complex river courses and complex
landslides, making it difficult to reflect engineering reality. This method is mainly based
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on Noda’s method, Pan Jiazheng’s method, and the formula method of the Institute of
Water Sciences. Noda’s method [3] is based on the linearized gravity surface wave theory
to obtain the theoretical approximation solution of the surge wave heights in the nonlinear
region, which was first applied to assess the hazard of the Lituya Bay landslide surge that
occurred in Alaska in 1958. Later, Pan [4] predicted the maximum wave heights of onshore
and alongshore surges based on the theory of wave generation and propagation, combined
with the principle of reflection and superposition of nonlinear waves. Xu et al. [5] proposed
a method to calculate the far-field propagation of surge waves applicable to complex
branching channels. This method is based on the theory of the diversion ratio of branching
channels combined with the classical slip velocity analysis methods, such as the slanting
bar division method and water resistance influence. Meanwhile, the formula method of the
Institute of Water Sciences [6] considers that the sliding velocity and volume of reservoir
bank landslides are the most important factors affecting the height of surges based on the
observation results of several examples of landslide surges.

The numerical simulation method has several advantages, including the capability of
simulating a larger space and longer time, cost-effectiveness, and high repeatability, but its
boundary conditions and the determination of landslide parameters are subjective, making
the results deviate far from the engineering reality. Sakai et al. [7] proposed a method
coupling the discrete unit method and particle semi-implicit solution method (DEM-MPS).
Wang et al. [8] coupled the discontinuous deformation analysis method and the smooth
particle hydrodynamics method (DDA-SPH) to calculate the generation process of landslide
surges. Zhao et al. [9] used discrete cells to simulate the particle system and solved the
locally averaged N-S equation to simulate the fluid flow, thus achieving the simulation of
landslide surges through fluid–solid coupling. Chen et al. [10] simulated the generation
and propagation of water waves induced by the landslide at Wangjiashan by coupling the
particle flow model and the reformed group turbulence model in FLOW3D.

The physical model test method is subdivided into two types: the generalized model
test and the prototype physical model test. The generalized model test formula method sim-
plifies and generalizes the slide body and the river channel. It also extracts a limited number
of important impact parameters for calculation, which takes a relatively short time to com-
plete. Fritz [11] investigated wave types generated by landslides in a two-dimensional
physical laboratory model based on the generalized Froude similarity. Heller [12] predicted
the wave type directly by the diagram from the experiment, which was conducted by
a prismatic wave channel. Mulligan [13] investigated the influence of slide mobility on
wave generation by an experiment in a 33.0 m long and 2.1 m wide horizontal wave flume.
Tan [14] studied the overall spatial distribution pattern of the maximum wave pressure by a
generalized experimental model. Bregoli [15] measured the high velocity and the geometry
of a landslide as well as the generated wave characteristics by a non-intrusive system in a
4.10 m long and 2.44 m wide space. Huang [16] used an experimental model coming from
two aforementioned failure types in the Three Gorges Reservoir to study and compare slide
kinematics and impulsive wave features. Ren [17] derived empirical equations based on
most experiments on the first maximum wave amplitude and the second maximum wave
amplitude. Evers [18] empirically derived the prediction equations based on experiments
that were conducted at VAW in a 4.5 m by 8.0 m wave basin. Tang [19] investigated the
impulse waves generated by subaerial landslides of combined solid-block and granular
materials based on two-dimensional (2D) laboratory tests. Bregoli [20] developed empirical
relationships linking the landslide parameters with the produced wave amplitude, propa-
gation features, and energy by an experiment in a rectangular wave tank that had a length
L of 4.10 m and a width W of 2.45 m.

The prototype physical similarity test method consumes more manpower and material
resources and takes a very long time, so this method was not frequently used by domestic
and foreign research. Since the method adopts the Froude similarity criterion, it is closer to
the actual engineering, and is of great significance for solving engineering problems and
predicting landslide surge disasters. Muller et al. [21] modeled planar lithic debris flows
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along the Urnersee River. Heller [22] found that the three-dimensional wave basin experi-
ments are applicable on a much wider prototype range than the two-dimensional wave
channel. A potential landslide surge at Mica Reservoir was modeled by Western Canada
Hydraulic Laboratories (WCHL) [23]. Huang [24] constructed a large-scale physical Froude-
similar model with a scale of 1:200 to produce impulse waves which were constructed
based on the Chinese Gongjiafang landslide. Wang [25] conducted a prototype scaled
experiment considering the topography effect to propose empirical equations to predict the
maximum wave amplitude and wave decay in the channel direction. Landslide-generated
tsunami source and propagation scenarios were physically modelled in a three-dimensional
tsunami wave basin by Brian C [26]. Gómez J [27] designed the physical model abided by
Froude similarity, without distortion, at a scale of 1:200. Wang [28] put forward a multiple
regression equation to evaluate the maximum wave amplitude in the generation region by
conducting an experiment in a water wave channel model with 1:200 scale based on the
topography of the Yangtze River, China. Cao [29,30] considered the section of Wanzhou
Jiangnan Tuokou Wharf within Three Gorges Reservoir as the test area to investigate the
pressure on bank slopes under the effect of impulse waves generated by landslides.

In general, empirical formulas, generalized models and numerical calculations have
some discrepancies with engineering reality, while the prototype physical model test can
better restore engineering reality, which has a higher credibility and practical value for
the study of landslide surge. The river course characteristics and the landslide volume
have an important influence on the head wave height of landslide surge and the climbing
height of the dam surface. Study on the influence of river course characteristics and
landslide volume on the temporal and spatial distribution characteristics of landslide
surge in a reservoir area is an important reference for coastal disaster prevention and
mitigation work. This paper uses the Meilishi H3 landslide as an example and conducts
a physical modeling experiment to investigate the relationships between the river channel
characteristics, the landslide volume, the velocity of the head wave, the surge waveform,
and the wave height of the head wave crest along the river course. This paper replaced river
depth with river course cross-sectional area as the factor; it also systematically analyzed
the influence of landslide volume and channel characteristics.

2. Methodology
2.1. Overview of the Meilishi H3 Landslide

The Meilishi H3 landslide is about 4~5 km away from the dam site of GS Hydropower
Station, the shear outlet of the H3 landslide is about 2600 m, the elevation of the top of
the landslide is about 3250 m, and the normal water storage level of the GS Hydropower
Station is 2267 m. The distance between the elevation of the mass center of the landslide
and the water surface is more than 600 m; this is a typical high-level remote landslide with
the volume of the H3 landslide accounting for 1.907 × 107 m3. Such a landslide has the
characteristics of large scale, high shear outlet and high destabilization hazard, so it needs
to be paid more attention. The landslide body is composed by layered rocks (Figure 1). Its
surface layer is basalt rock, which is obviously dragged by the sliding process of shear fault;
it also plays the role of “big retaining wall” in the process of “dump-fracture-slip”. The
strongly dumping rock in which the slide is located in is mainly composed of pulverized
clay, with a small proportion of gravel, and a certain degree of well-cemented rounding.

2.2. Setup of the Physical Test

The physical property of landslide surge is the Meilishi H3 landslide located on the
river near the dam area of GS hydropower station. The experimental model is constructed
with dimensions of 57 m × 27 m × 3.6 m abided by the Froude similarity rule, with the scale
compared to actual size being 1:150. The whole model is mainly composed of a landslide
test platform and a river course model. The model of river course adopts the cross-section
panel method to take the topographic profile of the near-dam area of GS hydropower
station as the reference design. The main structure of the river course model is reinforced
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concrete structure; high-speed cameras are arranged around the model for real-time filming
of the surge process. Wave gauges are arranged in the river course to record the height of
the surge wave along the course, and wave dissipation pools are set up in the upstream
and downstream to minimize the impact caused by wave reflection. A water intake is set
up on the opposite bank of the landslide and pumps water into the model.
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The landslide platform is mainly composed of a landslide activation platform and
crane. The elevation of the landslide platform is 2600 m, corresponding to the height of
about 3.6 m in the model experiment. The landslide activation platform mainly consists of
jacks, shelf and bar gate. The shelf is mainly made of steel; its substructure adopts a truss
structure to improve the load-bearing capacity. On the other hand, the bar gate is used to
block the landslide material from slipping down. The slipping speed can be controlled
by regulating the height of jacks under the shelf, which adjusts the angle of inclination
of the shelf. The crane is used to transport the bulk material, which is mainly composed
of black pebbles, the accumulation density is about 1.5~1.6 g/cm3, and the particle size
ranges between 2~8 cm.

2.3. Design of the Test Program

The physical model is arranged with wave gauges and high-speed cameras. The
location of testing points is shown in Figure 2. A total of 9 wave gauges were arranged in
the river course at 3 m intervals; on the other hand, 8 cameras were arranged to monitor
the whole process of the surge wave propagation.

In order to study the influence of river course characteristics and landslide volume
on the spatial and temporal distribution of landslide surge, five groups of landslide surge
tests with different volumes were designed: 0.50 m3, 1.00 m3, 3.00 m3, 4.00 m3, and 5.65 m3.
In order to ensure consistency, for each trial, the width and thickness of the surface of the
landslide were 4.00 m and 0.20 m respectively, and the depth of the river course was 1.38 m.
The test MLS2 was the reference group, and the other four tests were the comparison
trials. The design of the test program is shown in Table 1. The river course characteristics
investigated were mainly the cross-sectional area, water depth, diversion and river course
curvature. The parameter values of these characteristics at each testing point are shown in
Table 2:
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Table 1. Test program.

Factors MLS1 MLS2 MLS3 MLS4 MLS5

Water depth (m) 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38
Volume (m3) 0.50 1.00 3.00 4.00 5.65

Width of landslide (m) 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
Thickness of landslide (m) 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20

Length of landslide (m) 0.63 1.25 3.75 5.00 7.06
Velocity of landslide (m/s) 5.83 5.83 5.83 5.83 5.83

Table 2. River course characteristic parameters at nine testing points.

Testing Point Cross-Sectional
Area (m2)

Water Depth
(m)

Diversion
(Yes/No)

River Course
Curvature

h01 2.79 1.27 No 27.03
h02 4.54 1.25 Yes 12.58
h03 2.29 1.25 No 27.28
h04 2.79 1.33 No 4.37
h05 2.72 1.31 No 8.26
h06 2.80 1.35 No 31.96
h07 3.08 1.24 No 1.73
h08 2.83 1.28 No 84.58
h09 1.69 0.79 No 7.33

The analysis of the river course characteristic parameters in Table 2 shows that the
cross-sectional area of the river course changes greatly at the testing point h02, which
belongs to the diversion. In contrast, the water depth of the river course between the testing
points h01~h08 changes gently; nevertheless, testing point h09 changes a lot. The curvature
of the river course among testing points h01~h07 ranged between 1.73 and 31.96, whereas
the overall trend of the river course did not undergo a large turn, basically tracing a straight
line; however, the curvature reached 84.58 at testing point h08, indicating that the river
course here undergoes a large turn.

3. Analysis of Temporal and Spatial Distribution Characteristics of Landslide Surge
3.1. Analysis of Head Wave Velocity

The surge waves generated by the landslide are mostly low-frequency waves, and the
experimental process is hampered by a variety of external factors, so it is necessary to carry
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out low-pass filtering on the wave height curve. In order to study the influence of river
course characteristics on wave velocity, the test data with volume of 1.00 m3 are analyzed;
the time of occurrence of the head wave is shown in Figure 3. An analysis of Figure 3. shows
that the relationship between the time of head wave occurrence and the distance change of
the nine testing points along the river is close to a straight line. This finding is consistent
with the traditional wave theory that the wave velocity does not change when the wave
propagation medium is stable. However, at testing point h09, which is located in the end of
the curved area, there is a phenomenon of lag in the time of the head wave occurrence. The
path of the wave propagation changes due to the curved area, thus increasing the distance
that the head wave propagates from testing point h08 to h09. The propagation distance is
more than 3 m spacing, set when arranging the testing point, so the head wave velocity still
does not change during the propagation of the wave. The relationship between the time of
head wave occurrence and the distance from the landslide follows the formula t = as + b.
Solving for the parameters of the fitting curve a, b, the formula fits the relationship between
t and s, so the reciprocal of a is the wave velocity studied, which is 2.62 m/s for this case.
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Figure 3. Timing of the head wave.

In order to investigate whether the head wave velocity changes under different vol-
umes, the fitting curve of the time of head wave occurrence was calculated. It refers to five
groups of tests, as shown in Figure 4. The five groups of tests in the graph have a high
degree of overlap in the time of head wave occurrence at each testing point, indicating
that the volume has no effect on the wave velocity of the landslide surge. As a result, the
wave velocity curves of each group of tests were fitted to obtain the values of the fitted
curves of each group of tests, a and b. The maximum value of b is 0.06, which is close to
0; it is in consistent with the predetermined location of the initial testing point where the
head wave occurs at the testing point h01. The wave velocity of each group of tests can
be obtained after taking the reciprocal of the parameter a, and the wave velocity ranges
between 2.54 m/s and 2.66 m/s. This verifies the limited influence of landslide volume on
the head wave velocity of landslide surge. Regression is used to analyze the five groups of
data to obtain the fitting curve of wave velocity, which was determined to be 2.65 m/s, as
shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Parameters of wave velocity fitting curve under different volumes.

Parameters MLS1 MLS2 MLS3 MLS4 MLS5 Fitting Curve

a 0.377 0.376 0.382 0.393 0.377 0.378
b 0.060 0.059 0.016 0.007 0.050 0.008

R2 0.999 0.998 0.997 0.994 0.996 0.997
1/a 2.65 2.66 2.62 2.54 2.65 2.65

In order to compare the accuracy of the obtained wave velocity, the wave velocity at
each testing point in each testing group is calculated, (Table 4). Based on a discrete analysis
of these values and the wave velocity sought by the fitted curve, the deviation rates of
these data points are shown in Figure 5. It can be found that there are a total of 28 data
points with a deviation rate of less than 15%, while there are a total of 12 data points with a
deviation rate of more than 15%; the highest deviation rate is 29.08%. In general, it indicates
that the fitting curve is in accordance with the propagation law of the wave velocity in the
landslide surge.

Table 4. Wave velocity of adjacent testing points under different volumes.

Testing Point MLS1 MLS2 MLS3 MLS4 MLS5

h01~h02 velocity (m/s) 2.38 2.59 2.27 2.05 2.78
h02~h03 velocity (m/s) 2.50 2.78 2.94 3.26 2.46
h03~h04 velocity (m/s) 3.00 2.78 2.5 2.72 2.72
h04~h05 velocity (m/s) 3.00 3.45 3.57 2.88 3.00
h05~h06 velocity (m/s) 2.67 2.42 2.54 2.08 3.33
h06~h07 velocity (m/s) 2.31 2.27 2.34 3.54 2.11
h07~h08 velocity (m/s) 2.78 2.34 2.63 2.86 2.38
h08~h09 velocity (m/s) 2.42 3.06 2.05 2.80 2.63

3.2. Characterization of Surge Waveforms

Since factors such as diversion area and curved area existed in the physical experimen-
tal model, these factors were also taken into account when considering the arrangement of
the testing points of wave gauges. Nine testing points were divided into a diversion area
(h01~h03), a topographically similar area (h03~h07), and a curved area (h07~h09) according
to their respective locations. The experimental data of the reference group MLS2 were
analyzed. Figure 6 shows the wave height gauge data of the nine testing points within 40 s
after low-pass filtering processing; the red line depicts the time of head wave occurrence at
each point.
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Figure 7 shows that the waveform changes greatly after 20 s. It is due to the fact
that, during wave propagation, subsequent waves are affected by the wave reflections that
the head wave encounters from the riverbanks, so only the waveforms in the 20 s after
the head wave are analyzed. For the diversion area of 0 m~6 m away from the testing
point h01, the waveforms are greatly affected by the significant changes in terms of river
course width, average water depth and cross-sectional area of the river course during the
surge propagation. Testing points h01 and h02 are only affected by the diversion area, so
for the head wave, the waveforms are basically the same, with some differences in wave
height. When the surge propagates to the testing point h03, the topography of the testing
point h03 has been changed. The number of wave peaks at testing point h03 appear to
decrease compared with testing point h02 in the same period of time; this is due to the
superposition of the reflected wave and other waves, apart from head wave. The number
of peaks of the surge changes considerably, so the number of peaks will be a big change
for the surge propagating in the diversion area. In the physical model, there are also some
areas where the topographic factors such as river course width and water depth are almost
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unchanged; these areas are called topographically similar areas, so the waveforms of the
wave propagation are less affected. The area in the testing points h03~h07 belongs to the
topographically similar area; waveforms are basically the same in the region of the testing
points h04, h05 and h06. In 20 s, these waveforms all appear in five peaks, and the trend of
change is also relatively close, so that the waveform can be considered to be similar when
the wave propagates in the topographically similar area. There are also some curved areas
in the river; in this kind of area, the direction of the water flow in the river changes a lot.
So, for the surge, the propagation direction is also affected by the influence of the curves;
then, the waveforms in these areas are greatly affected. The range of testing points h07~h09
belongs to the curved area, because in the wave propagation the river topography appears
to turn, and the direction of the water flow appears to be a big change, so there is a more
obvious change in the waveform. Testing points h07 and h08 are in the same propagation
direction with the same number of wave peaks in 20 s. The waveform is relatively close, but
the relative wave height will be changed a lot since h08 is not in the central axis of the wave
propagation path. The number of wave peaks at testing point h09 change considerably
compared with h07 in 20 s; this is due to the fact that testing point h07 and h09 are not in
the same propagation direction. Thus, the waveforms appeared to be a big difference due
to the influence of the curved area where the propagation direction changes a lot. Surge
propagation in the curved area occurs more obviously under wave superposition effect,
and the number of wave peaks decreases.
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To analyze the graph of surge wave height at each testing point, it is easy to know that
the maximum wave height at some testing points may not be the head wave crest. In order
to verify its regularity, five groups of testing data at each testing point of the maximum
wave height and the head wave crest are shown in Table 5:

From the analysis of the data in Table 5, it can be seen that the maximum wave height
and the head wave crest are basically the same at the testing points in the similar area, while
for the diversion area and the curved area, the maximum wave height does not appear
in the head wave. Some of them appear in the second wave or even the third one; this
is due to the superposition effect of the wave reflection, which is more significant in the
two areas. When the landslide volume is small, the head wave crest may be the maximum
wave height of the testing points; however, when the volume is more than 3 m3, the head
wave crest is not the maximum wave height. This phenomenon is involved with the full
submerge time. The full submerge time was calculated from the video, and the results are
shown in Table 6. Based on the data in Table 6, it can be found that with the increase in
volume, the landslide full submerge time also increases. When the time is greater than the
wavelength, the subsequent volume into the water affects the wave height of the second
wave of the surge, so the maximum wave height is not necessarily the head wave crest.
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For this project, when studying the impacts of landslide surge disasters on a river course
with diversion or curved areas, not only the disaster risk of the head wave, but also the
maximum wave height that occurs in the subsequent wave column should be considered.

Table 5. Maximum wave height and head wave crest at testing points under different volumes.

Area Testing
Point

Head Wave Crest (cm) Maximum Wave Height (cm)
MLS1 MLS2 MLS3 MLS4 MLS5 MLS1 MLS2 MLS3 MLS4 MLS5

Diversion
area

h01 0.69 1.79 2.24 3.27 4.28 0.82 1.92 3.86 3.98 5.29
h02 0.65 1.60 1.99 2.48 3.61 0.76 1.95 3.14 3.31 4.30
h03 0.37 1.31 2.13 3.02 3.70 0.37 1.31 3.14 3.02 3.70

Similar
area

h04 0.31 0.98 1.74 2.64 3.37 0.31 0.98 2.87 2.88 3.90
h05 0.32 1.12 1.83 2.66 3.39 0.22 1.12 2.38 3.29 3.39
h06 0.29 1.00 1.80 2.41 3.26 0.59 1.12 2.15 2.87 3.80

Curved
area

h07 0.24 0.86 1.79 2.40 3.00 0.57 1.32 2.59 3.87 3.59
h08 0.77 1.48 2.41 2.65 3.33 0.84 1.65 3.30 2.87 3.44
h09 0.66 1.33 3.39 4.25 5.01 0.66 1.50 3.95 4.54 5.07

Table 6. Full submerge time under different volumes.

Test MLS1 MLS2 MLS3 MLS4 MLS5

Full submerge time (s) 5.21 5.81 6.31 6.58 7.05

3.3. Analysis of Factors Influencing the Head Wave Crest

As a natural disaster, landslide surge is mainly caused by the damage to the surround-
ing area by the surge height, so the study of the head wave crest is quite important. The
head wave crest of each testing point along the river course is depicted. The wave height
data along the course are also divided into three areas to analyze the height of the head
wave crest.

In order to reduce the size effect of the surge brought by large volume, MLS2 was
used as the reference group when analyzing the influence of river course characteristics
on the head wave crest of landslide surge. For the two-dimensional experimental case,
its topography is relatively simple. Water depth is the only factor that changes, so the
main factor of the crest of the head wave along the river course is the water depth. For the
three-dimensional complex river model, its topography is complex, the wave height along
the river course is related not only to the water depth, but also to the diversion and the
change of the cross-sectional area of the channel, the bends and other factors. The change
in river course characteristics and the head wave crest curve are shown in Figure 7.

The analysis of each area in Figure 8 shows that for the topographically similar area,
the change in wave height between the testing points h03~h07 is opposite to the change
in cross-sectional area and water depth at the testing points. On the other hand, the head
wave crest from the testing point h06 to h07 is inconsistent with the change in water depth,
while it is opposite to the change in cross-sectional area. For the complex river course in the
absence of huge differences in topography, the most important factor is the cross-sectional
area of the river channel; in addition, the head wave crest and cross-sectional area are
negatively correlated. For the diversion area, its cross-sectional area changes abruptly at
the testing point h02, which corresponds to the actual situation of the river course that, as a
diversion area between the testing point h01~h03, has a corresponding decrease in wave
height. When the surge propagates from the testing point h02 to h03, although the cross-
sectional area decreases, the wave height of the surge still decreases due to the diversion.
Testing point h03 has a reduced cross-sectional area compared to testing point h01, but the
wave height at testing point h03 decreases; therefore, when studying the wave height along
the river, these diversion areas should be taken into consideration. Generally speaking, the
wave height decreases after the surge passes through the diversion area. For the curved
area, testing point h07 is the beginning of the river curve, testing point h08 is located in
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the middle of the curved area, and testing point h09 is located at the end of the curve. The
cross-sectional area of the testing points h07 decreases compared to h08; meanwhile, the
corresponding wave height increases. This phenomenon is inconsistent with the law of
topographic similarity area, but the amplitude of the wave heights of the testing points is
much larger than that of the topographic similarity area, whereas the cross-sectional area
of the testing point h09 relative to the testing point h08 decreases significantly. This is due
to the large change in the water depth of the river course in front of the dam when the
river width changes insignificantly, but the height of the head wave at the testing point h09
relative to the testing point h08 decreases. However, the head wave crest at testing point
h09 decreases relative to testing point h08, which is contrary to the law of topographically
similar area. The head wave crest cuts down when there is a big turn in the river. For the
testing points h07 and h09, the cross-sectional area of the testing points greatly decreased,
and the head wave crest of both of them increase, so it can be seen that when the river
does not have curved areas, it still follows the law of the topographic similarity area. But
when judging the change in the head wave crest at the end of the curve, it is necessary to
take into account the effect of the reduction in the height of the wave brought about by the
curve. Based on the analysis of the head wave crest along the river, when the river width
and water depth change a little and the steady wave moves forward, the cross-sectional
area of the river is the main factor that determines the trend of the head wave crest. When
the area includes large changes in the width of the river and diversion, the head wave
crest of the river will decrease when passing through the area. Moreover, when there is a
curve in the river, the head wave crest in the middle part of the bend increases due to wave
reflection. The wave height at the end of the curve decreases compared to the middle part
of the curve, and the height of the head wave crest decreases when the wave propagation
completes the turn.
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In order to investigate the effect of volume on the variation in head wave crests along
the river, the head wave crests of the five sets of test landslide surges are plotted in Figure 8.
The analysis of the data in the figure indicates that the five sets of data have the same
pattern in the topographically similar area, meaning that the change in the cross-sectional
area of the river course in the topographically similar area is the main factor affecting the
head wave crest of the landslide surge. However, for the diversion area, the head wave
crest at the testing point h03 relative to h02 increases when the square volume is more than
3 m3. Such a finding is opposite to the previous analysis for the small volume. But the
head wave crest at the testing point h03 decreased compared to the testing point h01. The
head wave crest in the curved area increased relative to the wave crest at the beginning of
the curve, but the head wave crest at the end of the curve increased when the volume was
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more than 3 m3. It is opposite to the previous analysis of small volume. It also indicates
that the increase in volume amplified the effect of the change in the cross-sectional area of
the river course brought about by the cofferdam. Comparing the test groups with volume
more than 3 m3 with the test groups whose volume are less than 3 m3, it can be found
that the larger the volume, the larger the change in the head wave crest influence by the
change in the cross-sectional area of the river course, so it is believed that the cross-sectional
area of the river channel plays a significant role in the head wave crest of the landslide
surge in the case of large landslide volume. For the Meilishi H3 landslide, the impact of
the change in the head wave crest in the diversion area is small. There is no hazardous
rock or other areas prone to secondary hazards in the vicinity; however, there are ice-water
accumulations on the left bank and rock accumulations on the right bank in the curved
area. As the head wave crest increases in the curved area, when an H3 landslide occurs, the
surge wave propagates to the curved area. In addition, the landslide surge wave climbs on
the left and right banks, which produce external force on the left and right banks of the pile,
causing stress changes in the pile. If the surge wave height is too high, it will make both
banks of the pile destabilize, and it will even cause a secondary landslide disaster. When
the accumulations located in the curved area also undergo landslides at the same time, the
height of the surge wave will be far more than that of a single landslide generated by the
H3 landslide. Overall, when these surge waves superposed propagate to the front of the
dam, it will be a serious threat to the dam and hydroelectric buildings.

4. Discussion

Based on the field survey and the collection of landslide data, a 1:150 scale physical
model of the Meilishi H3 landslide surge was devised to investigate the influence of
landslide volume and channel characteristics on the temporal and spatial distribution of
landslide surge. It can be found that river course characteristics have a greater impact on
the propagation of landslide surge. Considerations of landslide surge in the study need
to pay attention to the diversion area and curved area. Both the head wave crest and
waveform were affected and changed, especially in the curved area; hence, attention should
be paid to the sudden change in the wave crest. In the area where the river cross-sectional
area changes a lot, risk prevention and control measures against landslide surge need
to be taken. The influence of landslide volume on the spatial and temporal distribution
characteristics of landslide surge is also very significant, and the disaster risk of landslide
surge increases in the case of large volume. For the surge wave speed, the influence of
the square volume is small, so for the project, it can implement the test with small square
volume to carry out the related disaster risk warning.

There are some advantages in the current research. This experiment, compared to the
generalized model experiment method, is more desirable to the reality of landslides. The
granular material, compared to other materials chosen as the slide body material, is closer
to the process of landslide disintegration. In the analysis of the factors, the cross-sectional
area of the river was considered as one of the factors of the river characteristics. The
analysis also systematically synthesized the influence of landslide volume and river course
characteristics.

There are some shortcomings in the current research. The selection of materials of the
landslide did not consider the existence of cohesion in the landslide body, so in the future,
the factor of cohesion can be taken into account in the selection of materials. The curved
area constructed in the experiment was relatively small, and a certain model size limited
the accuracy of the study of the curved area. Improving the construction of the curved area
model can be considered to improve the accuracy of the test results.

In the future, for the Meilishi H3 landslide, it will be meaningful to study the pressure
change induced by landslide surge on the two banks of the pile in the curved area, which
will aid determination of whether the two banks of the pile will experience landslides or
not. A numerical calculation can be conducted to compare and verify the results of the
physical experiment. Experiments testing other landslide variables such as the material of
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the landslide body and the landslide velocity can be conducted, and it will be meaningful
to fit some of the relevant empirical formulas.

5. Conclusions

Based on the large-scale physical modeling experiment, landslide surge caused by the
Meilishi H3 landslide was investigated. The experiment adopted a water level of 1.38 m,
designed five test groups of different volumes and chose the test volume of 1.00 m3 for
the reference group. The other tests acted as the comparative test groups. The leading
area of the landslide was 4.00 m × 0.20 m. The study combined with the river course
characteristics and volume analyzed the wave height test data of the spatial and temporal
distribution characteristics of the landslide surge waves. The main research objective was
to find the relationships between the head wave velocity, surge waveform, and head wave
crest along the river course. Based on the findings, the conclusions can be summarized
as follows:

1. By analyzing the time of head wave occurrence, the fitting curve of the time of head
occurrence was plotted, and the fitting curve was approximated as a straight line,
indicating that the wave velocity of the head wave propagation is unchanged in the
river course. Additionally, the wave velocity of the head wave of the MLSH3 landslide
was about 2.65 m/s.

2. The waveforms of surges are greatly influenced by the river course characteristics. In
the first 20 s, when the surges are less influenced by the reflected waves, the number of
wave crests of the surge in the topographically similar area is basically the same, while
the number of wave crests of the surge in the diversion area and the bending area have
a large change. Comparing the maximum wave height and the head wave crest, it can
be found that the maximum wave height does not necessarily occur at the head wave
crest. Under the condition of small volume, the head wave crest is the maximum wave
height for the topographically similar area. In contrast, for the diversion area and
the curved area, the maximum wave height of the surges may occur in the secondary
wave or even the subsequent waves. Under the condition of large volume, the head
wave crest may not be the maximum wave height. Therefore, when studying the
effect of landslide surge wave height on the river course in the reservoir area, the
effect of the head wave is not the main factor to be analyzed; instead, the effect of the
subsequent wave column needs to be considered.

3. For the analysis of the head wave height data of along-stream landslide surges, it can
be seen that the river course characteristics have a greater influence on the head wave
crest compared to that in the two-dimensional experiments. The main factor changes
from the water depth to the cross-sectional area. In the river without diversion areas
and curved areas, the head wave crest is negatively correlated with the cross-sectional
area of the river course. Moreover, the head wave crest decreases after passing
through diversion areas and curved areas in the river course; but the head wave
crest increases in the middle of the curved area. The cross-sectional area of the river
channel has a significant influence on the crest of the first broadcast wave in the
process of propagation of landslide surges when the landslide volume is relatively
large. Therefore, the cross-sectional area of the river course is a major factor that
affects the head wave crest of the landslide surge.

4. There is a possibility of instability of the accumulations on both sides of the curved area
near the dam, and the wave height in the middle section of the curved area increases.
Thus, the surge climb on the accumulations in the curved area also increases. Since
high surge climb affects the stability of the accumulations, it can cause secondary
landslides to occur in the surge disaster chain. Therefore, when studying the disaster
risk analysis of H3 landslide surge on the reservoir area, it is crucial to carry out the
research on the influence of landslide surge on the stability of the accumulations on
both sides.
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